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EDITOR’SNOTE

MAY THE 4TH BE WITH YOU.
If you're a Star Wars fan, then you'll know that May 4th is the day set
aside for fans of the epic space odyssey. It's a word play on the oft
quoted line 'May The Force be With You' from the Star Wars saga and
has even been used in an advertisement placed by Margaret Thatcher's
party in The London Evening News when she became Britain's first
female Prime Minister on May 4 1979. Coincidentally, May is also the
month when older Americans are celebrated for their contributions to
the community. We don't have such a month in Singapore, but it doesn't
mean we can't celebrate our older folks in this issue. We explore safety
tips to create an elderly friendly home (p10), suss out the boons of
having a rocking chair or recliner (p26) and even go into the realm of
Radiant Purple (p31)—a gorgeous colour that has been determined by
Pantone® to be the Colour of the Year 2014.
Like they say, “Old age is like a bank account. You withdraw from what
you've put in.” Hopefully this issue will fill up your bank account of
memories with lots of happiness until our next issue!
Psst! Look out for our blogger Panda Girl's "Renozilla" series! She'll be
sharing her various reviews and personal thoughts on her upcoming
renovation journey so do stay tuned!
Editor,

Lilian
Do you have something to say about our magazine?
Want to recommend a little-known shop that you frequently visit for your
home decorating needs? We’d love to hear from you! Email your thoughts
to editorial@renonation.sg. Who knows? We might love your letters so
much that we’ll feature them in the next issue!
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Need a fresh coat of paint to rejuvenate
your tired-looking home, but turned off
by the arduous task of having to shift
and protect your numerous furnishings
from the resulting paint job? What about
the smell of paint that will linger even
after the painter is long gone? Well, with
Nippon Paint's Professional Painting
Service, you can enjoy a hassle-free and
odour-free experience from start to finish!
HERE'S WHY:

Nippon Paint's professional team will cover
your furnishings with plastic sheets and move
them away before painting commences.
Even the areas that won't be painted will
be covered e.g. sockets and flooring. Your
project manager will also work closely with
the trained painting contractors to meet the
timeline and achieve the best painting results.
AND THE BEST THING

OF ALL?

Nippon Paint's painting package uses the
Odour-less Premium All-in-One interior wall
paint, which contains a new breakthrough
formula that reduces Volatile Organic
Compound (VOC) levels to almost zero! You'll
experience almost no paint odour during and
after painting so it's great for people who are
sensitive or allergic to paint odours, especially
kids and elderly people.

WHY WAIT? CALL NIPPON PAINT NOW TO GET $350 OFF
YOUR PAINT PACKAGE!
Sweeten your painting experience with Nippon Paint's 'Paint & Save up to
$350' promotion! From now till 31 July, get a FREE ceiling paint upgrade
to the Nippon Paint Odour-less Anti-Mould Ceiling White for 2 bathrooms
worth $70. On top of that, you may take up an optional 12-month 0%
interest-free instalment. Rigorously tested against other comparative
brands, the Nippon Paint Odour-less Anti-Mould Ceiling White paint
features the best protection against commonly found mould. So don't
compromise on your family's health by settling for inferior paint, sign up
with Nippon Paint for a healthier and hassle-free painting experience!
Call +65 6319 7222 from Mondays to Sundays (8am to 5pm, excl.
Public Holidays) or visit www.nipponpaint.com.sg to find out more.
Image courtesy of ©Xiaxue
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COVERSTORY

How to Design
an Elderly-Friendly
Home

“

Moving into a new home with your elderly parents or
grandparents? Then it's time to consider an elderly-friendly
design that won't endanger the old folks or help them get
around easily without having to go through an extended
obstacle course. By Lilian Wu

In a bid to encourage multi-generational living, the Housing Development Board (HDB) launched 84
'three-generation' flats in 2013. Such flats, which have 4 bedrooms and 3 bathrooms, are about 5sqm
larger than the current 5-room flats. If you've always wanted to stay in a multi-generation home like
what our ancestors used to do, then this is indeed good news. But even if necessity requires you
to stay with your elderly parents (or in-laws) or grandparents, having an elderly-friendly home is
definitely a plus point. In fact, an ideal home environment should be maintenance-friendly and help
the seniors to see and read clearly, do and reach for things easily without endangering their wellbeing. Here is a list of recommendations by the Building & Construction Authority (BCA) plus a few
other tips that we found for you.

KITCHEN
CX 480
Induction Hob
from Gaggenau
(price upon
request)

• Fix a tap that comes
with a level handle and
a pull-out flexible hose
that can be extended
• Consider choosing an
induction cooker hob
instead of a gas cooker
hob for safety reasons
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BEDROOM

• Build wardrobes at a suitable height to ensure easy access for elders on
wheelchairs
• Install 2-way switches with a maximum height of 1200mm above floor level so that
the elderly doesn't have to cross their room in the dark to operate the room lights,
one switch should be installed near their bed while the other should be near the
bedroom door
• If that's not possible, a bedside lamp is highly recommended as well for nightly
bathroom trips

LIVING
ROOM

• Ensure a minimum
manoeuvring space of
1250mm by 1500mm
at your home's main
entrance
• Keep your home,
especially the
circulation path and
entrances, free of any
obstacles, projection or
protrusions
• Install eye-viewers at an
appropriate height on
the main door
• Install visual doorbells
that come with
vibration or light
indicators, along with
the audio feature, if
you live with an elderly
who has a hearing
impairment
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BATHROOM

•
•
•
•

Install a shower head that can be adjusted to appropriate heights
Use taps with level handles
Install emergency aids such as a call bell
The call bell should be equipped with a water-proof push-button or pull-chord that
enables the elderly to activate the bell, it should also be in a colour that contrasts
with its background
• It's also recommended to install a metal plate at the bathroom door that allows it
to open both ways in an emergency
• Install pedestal water closet seats instead of the squat toilet
• If necessary, put a bath/shower chair so the elderly can bathe in comfort

LIGHTING

• Make sure there is adequate lighting
(natural and artificial) as the elderly
typically needs 2 to 3 times more
illumination than a younger person
• Avoid direct glare by screening direct light
sources like the windows
• Cut down on reflected glare by reducing
reflective surfaces on floors or walls and
avoid putting mirrors near light sources
Odyssey by Spell© ($2,496) from Dream Interiors
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FLOOR

• There shouldn't be any sudden drop or variation
in floor level
• Floors should also be stable, firm, slip-resistant
and kept dry as much as possible
• Avoid using reflective surfaces such as marble,
granite or glazed tiles as they could be hazardous
when wet, greasy or highly polished
• In places like the bathroom/toilet, a non-slip mat
should be provided

DOORS

• Install sliding doors
for easier access if you
have adequate wall
space
• Should you go for swing
doors, ensure that they
swing outwards so
that it's easier for the
rescuer to gain access if
the elderly falls behind
the door
• Other options include
doors with push-pull
mechanisms, U-shaped
handles or lever handles
as the elderly may have
difficulty grasping and
turning a door knob
• Door colours should
ideally be of a mid-tone
colour so as to contrast
with the walls and
skirting
• Architraves and door
frames should be of a
darker colour to help
define surface junctions
and openings while
contrasting with floors,
walls and doors
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FOR
OVERALL
SAFETY
• Provide a sufficient number of
grab bars (with groove patterns
for better grip) in places like
the bathrooms/toilets, along the
circulation path to the elderly's
bedroom and at an accessible
distance from the main door
• Ensure that there are no trailing
electrical wires or telephone lines
to prevent accidental trips
• For easier control of lights, it's
recommended that you install
large rocker light switches
• Store items at an appropriate
height so the need to bend, climb
or stretch to reach high points is
eliminated
• Buy furniture with rounded
edges, have fewer detachable
parts and are made from durable
materials
• Where possible, get items that
have a large display with big
fonts or buttons and have a good
contrast between the letters and
background e.g. telephones with
large dial buttons

Stellar Side Table by
Spell© ($582) from
Dream Interiors

3200 Super Grip
Suction Type Grab
Bar 16 ¼” ($37.45
nett) from Lifeline

It might seem a little troublesome to create an elder-friendly environment for the loved ones who are getting on
in years. But think about it this way: when you design a home that allows the elderly to retain their independence
and dignity on a daily basis, it helps to improve their morale and reduces the possibility of depression. It also
lessens the burden on caregivers, who may already be overstretched by their own job and families. With a
population that's progressively ageing, the government is moving towards building an elderly-friendly society so
let's do our part for the old folks too!

Jazzing it Up
for the Men
Tenant: Premium Barbers, Barber Spa | Address: Orchard Gateway #04-13
Type of Project: Commercial/Retail | Floor Area: est. 880 sqft
Renovation Period: 6 weeks
ID Firm: Archétype Pte. Ltd | Name of ID: Louis Chia | Address: 59, Kampong
Bahru Road, #02-02, Singapore 169367 | Email: enquiries@arche.sg

The Place.. The first and

only upscale full-service barbershop in
Singapore that pampers men from head
to toe in the classic all-American style,
Premium Barbers is now expanding to
include a second outlet in the newly
minted Orchard Gateway shopping mall.
To realise their new premises in a uniquely
American style, JD from Premium Barbers
roped in Louis Chia of Archétype Pte. Ltd.
to inject the all-important razzle-dazzle
factor. In fact, JD chose Louis because of
his brilliant talent with lights and the ability
to maximise spaces through innovative
solutions.
This new outlet is part of the shopping
mall's initiative to create an exclusive
level just for men. While their significant
others are shopping elsewhere, the men
can chillax at Premium Barbers with a
haircut, manicure/pedicure services, body
massages and even down a drink or two
at the bar while waiting for their turn. The
concept is to create a one-stop pampering
hub that revolutionises old-school
barbering, just for the men.
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The Conceptualisation..

THE IDEA.. Since Premium Barbers is conceived to be like a gentleman's club where men
get exclusive treatment, JD provided Louis with plenty of sketches and images to convey
what he had in mind. He also wanted a neutral palette of black, white, and grey to infuse
the place with a distinctive masculine flavour. Even the shop-front will be dressed-up for
authenticity. Ideas from JD included a bench on a turf of 'grass', an antique-looking street
lamp, barber pole and doors with glass panels. The flooring would have been tiled but
Louis advised against it, explaining that vinyl flooring is a better option due to its anti-slip
factor and sound-absorptive ability. He also proposed using vinyl flooring with wooden
grain to infuse the barbershop with a welcoming personality.
DESIGN CHALLENGES.. With the total floor area at only 880 sqft, the biggest challenge
for Louis was the constraints of space. He not only had to maximise the seating capacity
and storage space, he also had to ensure that the overall look was sleek and uncluttered.
To this end, Louis asked JD to provide him with the barbershop's operation work-flow.
“I had to put myself in a barber's shoes so I can visualise the most efficient work-flow
for a barbershop. On top of that, I had to maximise the modest floor area so it can hold 2
spa rooms, a manicure/pedicure section, barbering stations, a watering hole and enough
storage space to hold the various barbering equipment,” Louis explained.
Being in the trade, JD's main focus is naturally on the barbering stations. Since each
station is to be fully equipped with all the tools of the trade, the carpentry needed to
allocate space for things like storing of customer's belongings and a sink. In another
part of the shop where JD intended to store his specialised barbering equipment, the
carpentry, too, had to be designed carefully. These equipment included a vacuum for
discarded hair, mini fridge for cold towels, foam dispenser for shaving, towel warmer,
steriliser for tools, floor sink for manicure/pedicure purposes, and even a barber sink!
All measurements had to be really precise in order to store these equipment and the
necessary hidden storage spaces to keep things sleek and uncluttered.
Over at the bar where available floor space was only about 150 sqft, Louis was faced
with the challenge of having to make space for sufficient seating, various bar equipment,
and storage spaces. The bar's location is to capitalise on the gorgeous city skyline as well,
so that customers can enjoy the view while they relax with a drink.
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The Hiccups..
Most major projects are bound to have few problems. Here are
some key issues that Louis encountered:
Equipment dimensions.. The dimensions of the various
equipment were bigger than expected, so cabinet layout had to
be redesigned in order to fit the equipment nicely.

ELECTRICAL WORKS

SPRINKLER WORK - PRESSURE TESTING

Different voltage count for equipment.. Some of the barbering
tools that JD bought from the US were at 110 Volts, which
presented a major problem because the electrical works
had already been completed. Since Singapore operates on
a 220/250V Alternating Current (AC), it was suggested to
use step-down adapters that can be bought off-the-shelf but
doing so can shorten the lifespan of the barbering tools. The
only solution was to add more cables to increase the electrical
loading to sustain the additional step-down transformers
and equipment.
Light dimmers.. JD wanted a dimming effect for the lights over
the barbering stations to make the overall experience more
comfortable and less taxing on the customer's eyes. By then,
the electrical works had already been completed, so Louis had
to add more cables to create 3 sets of dimmable lights and 5
switches to operate all the lights in the barbering and manicure/
pedicure sections.
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Fire sprinklers.. Initially the Building Management had given
JD the go-ahead to engage Louis for the installation of the
fire sprinklers. However when it was time to activate it, there
were issues with joining it to the main sprinkler system since
its maintenance was under a different vendor. As a result,
the project was set back by a week—causing delays for other
stages of the renovation.
Leased line was mistakenly allocated.. In the initial stages
of design, Louis included the extra space the Building
Management had erroneously allocated so he had to dismantle
the already fabricated walls at his own cost.
Carpentry.. The barbering stations were to be individual units
at first, but JD wanted more concealed storage so Louis had
the layout redesigned to include more space for barbering tools
such as electric shavers and hair dryers.

The Final Reveal..
To perfect the look of the barbershop, Louis and JD had
held many discussions so it was pretty exciting to see what 6
weeks of hard work would bring. Upon stepping into the place,
we were greeted by a set of 3 brightly-coloured chairs that JD
had specially upholstered. What's so interesting about them is
that they are actual shoe polish chairs that customers can relax
in and get their shoes polished for free while waiting for their
turn. What an interesting concept! The overall palette had also
changed from the original neutral theme to a blue/green one. It
gave the place a lovely vibe that is both relaxing and refreshing,
which is further enhanced by the set of shoe polish chairs in the
waiting area.
As we walked further into the barbershop, it was apparent
that Louis' space planning genius was in full force. Although the
entire place consisted of a few different sections, the general
feel wasn't cluttered in the least. In fact, it reminded us of
the old-school barbershop that we used to have back in the
good old days. The bar, too, was a cosy corner that didn't feel
claustrophobic at all, thanks to Louis' masterful maximisation of
the limited space.
Are you just as excited to see the final product? Well, read
on and bask in the easy nostalgia that Premium Barbers will
bring its loyal fans!
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Just what a man needs after a hard day's work of pampering—an
intoxicating view of the city skyline, a drink in his hands and groovy music.

The blue walls really make things pop; providing a
soothing accompaniment to the well-crafted carpentry.

Wall lamps with an antique vibe lend authenticity
to the overall feel of the barbershop.
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They say that first impressions are lasting impressions. The Premier Barbers shop-front definitely looks inviting!
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Photo Credit: Edward Hendricks
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HOMEHUB

Ice Cold
Baby

“

MAKING HISTORY COOL
Compared to its predecessors,
the modern-day air-conditioner
is a less than environmental
friendly appliance that guzzles
loads of energy in order to cool
the environment you're in. As the
story goes, the air-conditioner
first materialised as a basic
concept in ancient Egypt where
the climate was dry and hot.
Reeds were hung in windows and
were moistened with trickling
water, which enables the air
blowing through the window to be
cooled via evaporation. Ancient
civilisations like China and Rome,
which were ahead of their time,
also had the equivalent of aircoolers that made use of natural
resources and left zero carbon
footprints. Take the Romans for
example, they had an impressive
network of waterways that
channelled water into entire cities
and supplied millions of people
with the life-saving liquid. For
the more affluent citizens, some
of these water was even piped
through the walls of their houses

In tropical Singapore, the air-conditioner is like a god-send
especially in sweltering weather. Without this amazing
invention, who knows how heated things can get at home?
By Lilian Wu

to cool down the brickwork and
lower the room temperatures.
Over the centuries, serious
attempts to cool the environment
were made. But it wasn't till 1902
that the first modern electrical air
conditioning unit was invented by
Willis Carrier in Buffalo, New York.
Originally designed to improve
the manufacturing process in
a printing plant, the unit could
control both temperatures and
humidity. By sending air through
cold coils (filled with cold water),
the resulting cool air helped bring
down temperatures and humidity
to conditions that could maintain
consistent paper dimensions and
ink alignment in the printing room.
This technology was subsequently
used to increase productivity
at the workplace, and later to
improve comfort levels at home
as well as in automobiles. As you
probably guessed, demand soon
soared and led to an upward trend
in residential sales in the 1950s—
which eventually resulted in the
contemporary air-conditioner that
most of us can't do without.
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LG Multi Inverter Health+ Series 3 (Price: $3,299) &
LG ARTCOOL Platinum Series System 3 (Price: $3,799)

CHOICE OF HORSEPOWER
When it comes to furnishing the
new home, the air-conditioner
inevitably comes into the equation
if your budget allows it. But
before you go shopping for one,
be sure to do your research first.
Don't choose air-conditioners
just by brand alone, but by the
'horsepower' or 'BTU' capacity
that they are built with to cool your
room. If you pick an air-conditioner
with insufficient BTU, then it'll
take longer for it to cool the room,
thus leading to more energy
consumption in the process.
With this in mind, how do you
calculate the optimal BTU you
need for your room? The best way
to go about it is to approach the

salesperson with your floor plan to
get a more accurate estimate.
Avoid getting an airconditioner with too high a BTU
capacity because it will cool the
room too quickly, causing the
compressor to start (cut-in) and
stop (cut-out) too often. Why
is this a problem? Well, this is
because the compressor will suck
up to 6 times more power than
it will when it's running—which
will increase your utility bills
and cut down the lifespan of the
compressor. Another factor is
the humidity. An oversized BTU
capacity will only remove some
of the humidity within the room
and leave it with a damp clammy
feeling.
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“

BTU (British Thermal Unit)
is the unit of energy that's
needed to cool or heat one
pound of water by 1 °F.

You should also consider the
amount of sunlight the room
receives and whether it has a
mezzanine level (an additional floor
located between main floors of a
building), because they will affect
the BTU capacity that you should
get. For example, a sunny room
will definitely require a higher BTU.
Even the number of people can
be a major factor. In short, get an
air-conditioner with a higher BTU
capacity if you have a sunny room
or you expect more than 2 people
to stay in it. You can, of course,
lower the temperature by using
curtains or window coatings that
reflect heat so your air-conditioner
doesn't have to work so hard. Don't
forget to conduct regular airconditioner maintenance and set
the temperature at a comfortable
level instead of the lowest to save
energy. Another way to distribute
the cool air faster without
overworking your air-conditioner is
to have a ceiling fan.
And the best way to extend
your air-conditioner's lifespan?

Try to cut down on your usage.
Mr. Sean Lee, Product Director
from LG Electronics Singapore
(Air-conditioning and Energy
Solution) has this to say, “all air-con
systems can be used for standard
operating hours and is based on
individual usage as well as habits.
We would recommend a standard
of 8 to 10 hours of operation for all
air-cons in Singapore.
Light users are usually
recommended to use multi-split
units for about 3 hp (30,000
BTU) while heavy users are
recommended the LG Multi V
system where the horsepower can
go up to 80 hp (800,000 BTU).”
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INVERTER OR NON-INVERTER?
After calculating the BTU, you'll need to consider if you're getting an inverter or non-inverter air-conditioner.
Here are their main differences:
Inverter Air-Conditioner
Non-inverter Air-Conditioner

Temperature

Temperature Setting

Time

INVERTER

NON-INVERTER

• More expensive

• Less expensive

• Saves on utility bills in the long run as it uses

• Uses up to 40% more electricity as it switches

a variable speed compressor to maintain the

off once the room reaches the preset

room at its required temperature

temperature and comes back on again when it

• The compressor enjoys a longer lifespan
since its speed can be adjusted to meet the
necessary cooling load.
• The outdoor unit has a lower noise level than
the non-inverter.
• Allows you to choose a combination of different
BTU capacities

senses an increase in temperature
• Due to the alternating 'off' and 'on' mode, the
compressor has a shorter lifespan.
• The outdoor unit is noisier than the inverter.
• Allows you to choose a combination of different
BTU capacities
• More suitable for the light user

e.g. 12 + 18 + 24 (System 3 with 3 units of 12,000
BTU, 18,000 BTU and 24,000 BTU respectively)
• Great for heavy users

To make things even easier for you, here's a simple checklist:
budget
number of people or type of activity expected in each room
amount of sunlight the room is expected to receive
room dimensions (square area and height of ceiling)
inverter or non-inverter

For a proper installation that will not lead to future leakage or other problems, do visit our blog on
RenoNation.sg to read up on the 10 things about air-conditioners you should know before confirming the
purchase. Have fun shopping around!
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VERSASTYLE

Reclining in
Style & Health

By Lilian Wu

Do you know that the first reclining chair was invented in the 1800s and was owned by Napoleon
Bonaparte? Or that President F. Kennedy was prescribed the use of a rocking chair for his lingering
back problems? When even famous people are turning to such chairs, you know that they are no
simple inventions. In fact these chairs are not just comfy, they're good for your health too!
Here are 5 reasons why they can do wonders for you:

Old English Rocker

01

Rocking chairs are good
for pregnant women and
new mothers.
With all the added weight they have to
carry around, it's no wonder pregnant
women frequently complain of back
aches. Relaxing in a rocking chair
like the Old English Rocker from The
Rocking Chair Pte Ltd is beneficial as
it allows mothers-to-be to put up their
feet, thus reducing swelling. Studies
have also shown that rocking can help
new mothers to recover faster from their
Caesarean sections AND lose weight,
because it burns 150 calories per hour!
In this case, you might want to consider
the Rockabye from The Rocking Chair
Pte Ltd as well. Price: $420 (Rockabye)
& $480 (Old English Rocker)
Rockabye
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02

The semi-reclined position can
help you sleep better.
Back pain is caused by a number of
factors. Sitting for prolonged periods of
time, sports injuries, pregnancy or even
walking can put stress on your spine—
which in turn causes the back muscles
to tighten and results in an aching
back. One way to alleviate the pressure
is to take the weight off your back by
lying down or sitting in a recliner like
the Colin Recliner and Riley High Leg
Recliner by La-Z-Boy from Harvey
Norman. Price for Colin Recliner:
$1,699 (Fabric) & $2,499 (leather)

La-Z-Boy Colin Recliner

Riley High Leg Recliner
(currently not available
in Singapore, but please
check with Harvey
Norman for assistance
on purchase)

03

Recliners allow you to
elevate your feet.
Elevating your feet prevents blood
from pooling in your lower legs and
improves blood flow to the rest of
your body. This is particularly helpful
for medical conditions such as
varicose veins and inflammation of
heart muscles. A good height for leg
elevation is ideally at or above heart
level. This Nugget (in fabric) from
Castilla™ comes with a foot rest that
allows you to put up your legs in style.
Price: available upon request
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04

The semi-reclined position can help you sleep better.
If you find it difficult to fall asleep due to breathing problems, then the recliner
may help you to sleep better or reduce the severity of sleep apnoea, where
airflow through the nose and mouth ceases for at least 10 seconds. It can be
potentially life-threatening and frequently results in snoring so a recliner like the
Stressless® Voyager from Ekornes® may aid you in sleeping better.
Price: $4,599 – $5,899 (Medium)

Quality in the Bathroom. That’s all we have been doing since 1973.

S: 462 Tagore Industrial Avenue, S(787831)
T: +65 6292 8321
F: +65 6292 4520
E: sales@sansei.com.sg
W: www.sanseionline.com
FB: www.facebook.com/SanseiSingapura
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Bringing You The Finest In Bathroom Products
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05

The rocking motion of a rocking chair has
a calming effect on crying babies.
If you have a fussy baby, then the rocking chair such as the Rex Rocking Chair
from Grafunkt is a must-have piece of furniture at home. This is because its
rocking motion mimics the gentle movements that your baby experienced
while they were still in the womb. It not only calms the baby, but also deepens
the bond between parent and child during feeding times. Price: $728
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FLAVOUROFTHEMONTH

Purple
Reign

“

Do you know that Radiant Orchid has been selected as the
colour of the year 2014? A gorgeous colour that harmonises
the enchanting undertones of fuchsia, purple and pink, this
is a colour that will make things really magical in your home
design. To help you out with your purple reign, we picked out
some lovely accessories in similar shades to dress up your
home! By Lilian Wu

If you're in the mood for uniquely shaped furniture, Lush Flagship has a few pieces from
Matzform... that will take your breath away.

Chaise
Price: $5,500
Size: 1850mm(W) x 870mm(D) x 830mm(H)

Relaxer One
Price: $2,350
Size: 620mm(W)
x 1000mm(D) x
800mm(H)

Pyramid
Chair
Price: $3,790
Size: 840mm(W)
x 820mm(D) x
960mm(H)
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To add a touch of magic, scatter dashes of radiant orchid around the house like these accents
from BoConcept.

Mixed Coloured
Stripes Cushion
Price: $69.95
Size: 25cm(W) x 50cm(L)

Canvas Print 'Cuban Lady'
Purple Glass Vase
Price: $89.95
Size: 27cm(H) x 17cm(Ø)

Price: $485.95
Size: 120cm(W) x 160cm(H)

Or let these duckies from Luxodec brighten up your bathroom!

BUD Luxury Pop
Heart Duck
Price: $26
Size: 9cm(H)

BUD Luxury
Love Love
Love Duck
Price: $26
Size: 9cm(H)

BUD Luxury Pop Duck
Price: $26
Size: 9cm(H)

Want your walls to make a statement? Perhaps these wall coverings from The Wall Story
can rock your boat!

Price upon request,
exclusive rates
up to 35% off
are available.

undertones, Radiant Orchid inspires confidence
and emanates great joy, love and health. It is a
captivating purple, one that draws you in with its
beguiling charm.
Leatrice Eiseman,
Executive Director of Pantone Color Institute®
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“

An enchanting harmony of fuchsia, purple and pink
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HOMEIMPROVEMENT

How to Take Care

of Your Air-Conditioner

“

Congratulations, you have finally installed the air-conditioner
but wait! There is still the matter of maintenance ahead of you.
Read on as we suss out the common problems and tips to
keep your air-conditioners in tiptop condition. By Lilian Wu

Like any other appliance, you need to maintain the air-conditioner so that it disrupts your life as little
as possible. Imagine having to call in the technician every now and then just to fix the air-conditioner
that should have been installed properly in the first place or maintained regularly! To prepare you
for more good years ahead (with little or no air-conditioner problem), here are the top 5 common
problems and ways to avoid them through regular maintenance.

1

PROBLEM: LEAKAGE
You're happily sitting under your air-conditioner when
a single drop of ice cold water drips onto your head.
Then another, and another! In no time at all, the floor
below is soaking wet. Bad news: your air-conditioner
is facing a water leakage problem. Such a problem, if
left untreated, will cause mildew and mould to grow
on affected parts.

Reason: Poor installation
The air-conditioner may have been installed poorly,
resulting in the following defects:
• Faulty or cracked condensation pan
• Blocked drainage pipe or the pipe was not installed

in a gradient that allows water to flow from your
air-conditioner to the toilet
• The insulation has split open or is missing; it's the
'sponge' that absorbs the condensation from your
copper pipes.
Solution: You may think you're saving money by
hiring a fly-by-night company to install your airconditioner, but it's crucial to choose an installer who
is BCA-trained. Make sure the installation materials
used are quality ones as well. You can visit our blog
to read up on the types of materials that should be
used during the air-con installation.
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2

PROBLEM: THE ROOM IS NOT COLD ENOUGH.
You bought an air-conditioner to make your room
feel like winter wonderland, but it's starting to feel
more like you're trapped in a stuffy sardine-packed
train instead.

Solution: You'll have to contact the technician to
take a look. This is why regular maintenance is so
important so you can nip the problem in the bud
before it gets out of hand.

Reason: Insufficient BTU
BTU (British Thermal Unit) is the unit of energy that's
needed to cool or heat one pound of water by 1 °F.
If your room is larger than what the BTU can handle,
the air-conditioner cannot cool the room sufficiently.
The same goes for rooms that produce a lot of heat
e.g. too many lights, appliances or people staying in
the same room.

Reason: The condenser or evaporator coil is dirty.
In order to cool the air, the refrigerant flows through
the evaporator coil and changes from liquid to gas as
it extracts heat from the air. After this, the refrigerant
will be pumped through the condenser coil so it can
give up the heat it collected and change back to liquid
again. If the condenser coil has an additional coat of
dirt, it will affect system efficiency and eventually
cause the compressor to burn out.

Solution: Check with the salesperson to make sure
you're getting the right size for your room.

Reason: The refrigerant (coolant) is low or has
leaked.
This fluid is in charge of cooling the air so if it is low, it
decreases the system's capacity to cool your room.

Solution: You can try cleaning the evaporator
coil by using a vacuum cleaner with a brush head
attachment. Give it a light clean in the same direction
the aluminium fins are running. If you're not sure how
to go about doing it, then engage a specialist to do it
for you. Don't forget to replace or wash the dirty air
filter too.
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Reason: The condenser or evaporator coil is frozen.
A frozen condenser or evaporator coil is yet another
common problem. In fact, any one of the following can
interfere with air-flow and cause the coils to freeze:
• Faulty or clogged fan blades
• Low refrigerant level, which causes the pressure
to decrease and the temperature to drop below
freezing point. At this stage, moisture in the air will
freeze and it will continue doing so until the coils are
frozen over. A low refrigerant level could be due to
leaks or it had been undercharged during installation.
• Clogged air filters
• The outdoor condenser coil is dirty due to a dusty or
foliage-filled environment.
• The aluminium foils or fins on the evaporator and
condenser coils are bent, thus blocking air-flow. A
“fin comb” sold by air-conditioning wholesalers can
usually fix it, but you can also get a technician to help
you straighten out the aluminium foils.
• The air vent grilles are closed.
Solution: Get a technician to conduct regular
maintenance to prevent such problems from cropping
up.

“

Don't forget to service your
air-conditioner once every
2 or 3 months!

Reason: The thermostat is no longer working.
Its primary job is to measure temperature of the air
entering the coil so if it's faulty or misaligned, room
temperatures will be erratic or the air-conditioner
won't turn on.
Solution: Before calling in the technician to check on
the thermostat, make sure that:
• The temperature is set correctly.
• Your doors and windows are closed.

3

PROBLEM: THE AIR-CONDITIONER TURNS ON, BUT
DOESN'T WORK!
Reason: It may be due to a power trip.
Solution: Check the circuit breaker and try to find out
what is the possible cause before resetting it. If the
power trips again, then switch the air-conditioner off
and call a specialist! It may also be due to a broken
thermostat.
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SIDE VIEW OF WINDOW MOUNTED AIR-CONDITIONER
Wall
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Interior

Exterior

Front panel
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Coil
Fan motor

Air filter

Drain outlet

Evaporator
Coil
Propeller fan

Drain pan

Blower wheel
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Base pan

Compressor

5

Don't know how an aircon works? Here's a simple cross section of a window mounted air-conditioner.

PROBLEM: MY ROOM SMELLS BAD AFTER I TURN
ON THE AIR-CONDITIONER.
Reason: Moisture build-up
This is likely a case of moisture build-up due to the
inadequate evaporation of stagnant water, which
leads to the growth of all kinds of things like mildew
and fungus on affected parts. Air-conditioners that
have been running for hours may also encounter the
problem of clogged drainage pipes. As a result, water
accumulates in the condensation pan and starts to
give off a foul smell after some time.
Solution: Look for the source of the odour such as the
filter or drain pan, and do the necessary cleaning. If it
doesn't work, call in the technician to check for any
damaged insulation or other leakages.

PROBLEM: I CAN HEAR STRANGE NOISES COMING
FROM THE AIR-CONDITIONER.
Reason: This could be due to any of the following
factors:
• The blower may be dirty.
• There may be loose components in your airconditioner due to wear and tear or misalignment of
certain parts. Sometimes the problem can be solved
just by tightening a loose bolt, but it's better to
consult a specialist.
• There may be a refrigerant leak.
Solution: Time to call in the technician!

Last but not least...
The position of your air-conditioner is most important so avoid installing them directly over your bed,
furniture and other appliances. This will not only make it easier for the technician to service your airconditioner in future, it'll also be more convenient to place a bucket to catch any leaking water in future.
The best position? Have it installed over your door.
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GREENCONSCIOUSNESS

Green
Sales

“

So you've just finished cleaning out your house and there are
about a thousand things that are as good as new. Throwing
them out will be a waste, so what do you do with them? Lilian
Wu explores a few ways where you can give these 'junk' new
life in another home instead of simply discarding them.

They say that one man's meat
is another man's poison, and
this is especially true when it
comes to recycling, reusing and
reducing. What you don't need
may prove useful for another
so why not do your part for
Mother Nature by giving your
'junk' a new home? Throwing
things away is not always
the best option, and you'll be
surprised to know that ecofriendly methods don't always
revolve around the karung guni
man. Here are three interesting
methods that we've tried and
tested, all in the name of the
environment!

..YOUSWOP
Tired of your old DVDs,
paperbacks or that dress you've
never worn? Then swap them for
virtual currency that you can use
to get items you actually need
on YouSwop™. It takes on the
role of a third party in the ageold transaction of bartering, by
facilitating swapping between its
members with a form of currency
called YouSwop™ Dollars or YSS.
You can offer anything under the
sun from items you don't need
any more to services such as
graphic design! The more things
you 'sell', the more YSS you will
accumulate for that rare figurine
you've been eyeing for a long
time!
TRIED & TESTED: I personally
find it a great idea, because
the concept builds upon
people's love for shopping by
allowing them to 'sell' and 'buy'
items using virtual currency. I
once 'bought' a second-hand
set of drama serial through
this platform and it was just a
matter of arranging the meetup. Quite easy to use, but you
just have to take note of their
list of restricted items under
their 'Terms of Use' before you
put things up for 'sale'.
WEBSITE: www.YouSwop.com

2 3
..FREECYCLE

If you don't want to go through
the trouble of attaching a value
to your item in return for virtual
currency, then you might want
to consider giving them to
people who need them more via
FreeCycle's Yahoo group. This is
a mailing list that you can join to
get updates on what people are
giving away. If you're interested
in a particular item, then you just
have to drop the giver an email
and arrange to get the item via
meet-ups or snail mail.
TRIED & TESTED: Joining this
mailing list can potentially fill
up your inbox since there are
always people who want to
give away stuff every day. But
there are gems worth waiting
for, like a book on interior
design that I got from one
of the members. Sometimes,
you can even ask if there are
people in the mailing list who
will be willing to give away a
particular item. Who knows,
you might just strike gold!
WEBSITE: www.groups.yahoo.
com/group/SgFreecycle

..CAROUSELL
This is a mobile-first C2C
marketplace that is somewhat
similar to websites like Ebay, but
is a whole lot easier to use. In
fact, it's a popular application
that you can download onto
your phone. All you have to do
is take a photo of the item you
want to sell, upload it, name
your price and voilà! The listing
is open for business.
TRIED & TESTED: What I like
about this app is the speed in
which I can list my unwanted
items. I listed a few soft toys
for sale and while the response
has been rather slow, I do
get timely updates whenever
someone posts a question on
my profile. This makes it easy
for me to respond on the go,
without having to login onto
the website. Carousell also has
a website option that works like
an online blog shop, so all your
listings are viewable on a single
page. Definitely a cool concept
for a lazy person like me.
Website: blog.carousell.co
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AESTHETICVALUE

Magic
Fingers

“

After a day of stressful work, there is nothing better than
coming home to a chair that massages your wearies away with
just a touch of the button. Here is a showcase of the comfort
chairs that can send you off to snoozeland faster than you can
say 'oh, my inner goddess'! By Lilian Wu

Adelle

from OTO Bodycare | Price: $2,480
An all new compact massage chair released under the
OTO brand, the OTO Adelle is a good fit for small homes
but comes with a whole range of features that relieves the
tired body with a full-blown body massage programme.
From alleviation of strain and numbness on shoulders,
neck, back, waist, buttocks, knees and lower limbs to
sleep enhancement, it proves that the best things do
come in small packages after all.
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Smart Sense Trinity 3D

from Ogawa Singapore |
Price: $5,988

If you're looking for a 3D
massage chair that minimises
pressure on your body
especially on the back and
spine, then the Smart Sense
Trinity 3D Massage Chair
can be a good option. Fitted
with 3 distinct massage styles
that you can find in China,
Thailand and Japan, you
can even enjoy 3 different
massage modes for 3
different age groups; a handy
feature that will fit your multigenerational family to a T.

Smart DeLight Plus
from Ogawa Singapore |
Price: $6,988

Invested with OGAWA's best
and latest technologies, the
Smart DeLight Plus Quadro
Tech Massage Chair is the most
advanced OGAWA massage
chair to date. It's built with
an IntelliCare system that has
evolved to provide an all-round
massage experience to match
the one given by human hands
with features like Heat Therapy
and 4 Healthful Light Therapy
Massage Programmes.

HOT
Pick

uInfinity
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from OSIM | Price: $6,988

From Andy Lau to Sammi Cheng, the massage
chairs from OSIM have seen their share of star
power. If you're looking for a massage that's
fit for a king, then you might want to consider
the uInfinity Massage Chair. Incorporating 19
massage programmes that are designed with
the most advanced 'human-smart' massage
technology to date, uInfinity constantly renews
itself with new massage options that can be
downloaded on your smartphone.

Editor’s
Choice

uDiva

from OSIM | Price: $2,588 (introductory price)
The latest addition to OSIM's functional yet gorgeous range of massage chairs, the uDiva is a 3-in-1 mini
sofa that can transform itself into a relaxing lounger or a full-body massage chair. It sets itself apart with
its distinctive 3D Power-Ball massage technology, which provides an all-embracing massage and gives
your body a thorough stretch with 6 massage programmes professionally designed for your well-being.
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Incorporated in 2013, Artisan Space
Pte Ltd is a new startup and managed by
industry professionals who had been in the
industry for more than 10 years. Our strong
team of designers possesses years of
experience in Interior Design, Space
Planning, and 3D Visualisation for HDB,
Private Property, Commercial as well as
Retail Outlets. You can relax in the back seat
while we churn out your ideal living space.
We believe in Listening and Connecting
with our clients so that liveable spaces are
designed based on their requirements
without any compromise on the aesthetics.
This is what we're best at.
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Call Us
if you like what
you see here.

Dedication

Artisan Space Private Limited | UEN : 201332864W
a : Oxley Bizhub 61 Ubi Road 1 #02-02 Singapore 408727 | o : +65 6702 4401 | f : +65 6702 4403
w : www.artisanspace.com.sg | facebook : https://www.facebook.com/artisanspace

Quality

Punctual
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SHOW&TELL

Back to
the Past

“

Some people collect antiques for their historic value, others
see it as an investment. For Kasivishvanaath and Veshali
Visvanaath, it was an insatiable appetite for their home
country's rich heritage—leading to the birth of Prakalyam
Gallery. By Lilian Wu

Letter Box ($2,550)

Kasivishvanaath & Veshali Visvanaath

Monkey Top Lantern ($1,860)

If one were to go into the meaning of a name, 'Prakalyam' will show you
“all things beautiful” in Sanskrit even as it harks back to the “olden times”
in Hindi. With such meanings, it's no wonder Prakalyam Gallery is filled to
the brim with gorgeous antiques—each with a rich history of their own.
Kasivishvanaath and Veshali Visvanaath, who are part of the family that
owns and runs Muthu's Curry, had originally planned to furnish their newly
bought home with handpicked furniture and ornaments reflecting their
Indian heritage. But they soon discovered, after several months of buying
trips to India, that they had acquired a great number of pieces. Since
Kasivishvanaath and Veshali were so passionate about their acquisitions,
they decided to set up Parkalyam Gallery to share their finds with likeminded collectors.
The well-curated gallery features antiques that reflect designs from
the colonial era, which dates as far back as the 15th century when the
Portuguese first arrived in India. As can be expected, furniture designs
had to be customised according to the lifestyles of the ruling powers back
then—mainly Indo-Portuguese, Indo-Dutch, Anglo-Indian, and the British.
If you were to drop by the gallery, you'll be captivated by 100 to 300 year
old antiques that were once part of a personal collection or a home. Prices
range from $90 to $20,000 so there is definitely something for everyone.
Curious to know more about the dynamic duo and their historic loot? Then
read on for Veshali's candid replies to our questions.
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Q: India has had a long and rich
history, what inspired you to
pick out furniture that originated
during the colonial times?
A: As my husband and I were born
and raised in India, we naturally
have a great interest in India’s
history. Coupled with our passion
for collecting antiques, Ethnic
Indian pieces are always a must
have for our personal collection but
as you mentioned, with the colonial
history a very big part of our past,
we are bound to find unique and
gorgeous pieces related to those
eras and to make them a part of
our collection. It is also a way to
share our history with our children
through these pieces.
Q: How do you know if a piece of
antique furniture is genuine?
A: Pieces have distinct designs and
patterns that are the first clue to
the era they are from. For example,
Indo-Portuguese pieces tend to have
patterns that can be quite elaborate
and it is common to find vines and
flowers and grapes as part of the
design. Once we are interested in a
piece as a collectible, we will send
these pieces for tests on the wood
or patina to ascertain its age.

Q: What is your check-list of
requirements when you're picking
out furniture?

Q: Are there any interesting stories
behind the furniture you chose?
Can you share a couple with us?

A: First, it's spotting pieces we are
attracted to and which ‘speak’ to
us. We depend on our experience
and good eye to spot these gems.
We then check out the condition—
which means we have to ensure
it does not require too much
restoration as that would defeat
the purpose of collecting the aged
piece. We check the wood and
design to find out if this piece is
unique before we send it for tests to
ascertain its age.

A: Well, during our buying trips,
there is friendly competition
between my husband and I to be
the first to find a piece of treasure.
Sometimes we almost end up
arguing as to who spotted the
unique piece first and we each want
to take credit for finding it.

Q: Do you take special requests
from customers on a particular
type of furniture they wish to
purchase?
A: We are happy to assist
customers with special requests
to source for a particular type of
furniture for their home or business.
We don’t necessarily source for
pieces according to era or period
but more for the type of furniture.
We then let the customer know
about the piece we have found,
its background and price before
we make plans to bring it back for
them.

Q: Are there any plans to add on
to the collection?
A: Always! We are addicted to our
passion for shopping for antiques.
Our home and gallery make
the perfect excuse to feed that
addiction. We get to buy pieces we
fall in love with and then decide if
they should go into our home or
the gallery. We travel to India four
to five times a year to feed our
addiction!

PRAKALYAM GALLERY
The Vertex
33 Ubi Ave 3, #01-09,
Singapore 408868
Tel: 6635 4741
Email: info@prakalyam.com
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NEWKIDSONTHEBLOCK

This limited edition
lamp is available for
order till 31 August
2014 only. Do contact
Space Furniture for
more details!

1

2

3

Mood
for Desire

4

From GALANGA LIVING: 1. Opera Chandelier ($799) //
From SPACE FURNITURE: 2. Louis Poulsen PH 3½-3
Suspension Lighting // From LUSH FLAGSHIP: 3. Rose
3-seat Sofa by Hans Thyge - fabric, 3 + 1 seater ($4,000) //
From WONDERWALLS: 4. Wonderwalls Custom Wall
Art (prices vary according to size, from $130/m2) // From
BANG & OLUFSEN: 5. BeoSound Essence ($1,500)

5
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Image by Wonderwalls
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LUSH.WISHLIST

Compact
Reading

“

No room to spare for a library? Then perhaps this selfcontained ORIGIN reading & meditative chair by Kosha may
just fulfil your literary dreams of electric sheep. By Lilian Wu

Standing at 160kg, this lounger is no lightweight. In fact, it comes in 4 detachable
sections so that you don't have to lug this
giant of a reading chair around. But make
no mistake about it, this chair will definitely
be the talking point of any corner you
choose to feature this arc beauty. You can
even store your favourite books in the 10
nifty niches of the chair, so your beloved
words are always within reach and never far
away. You might also be wondering about
the origins of its brand 'KOSHA'. Well, the
name is a Sanskrit term that means 'sheath'
or 'vehicle of awareness'—definitely an apt
name for a piece that seeks to envelope its
occupant within the folds of knowledge.
Designed by Swiss-Italian designer Claudio
D'amore after 2 decades of creative work
combined with a personal quest for inner
tranquillity, this sculptural beauty is the
perfect retreat for some alone time or
to read a book. You can even have one
exclusively made with an engraved plate
bearing only your name to display your
absolute ownership.
If you love the idea of having your very
own personalised reading corner or you're
feeling particularly loaded, then visit
www.kosha.ch and place your order. Prices
are from 36,000 Swiss Francs, depending
on the finish. Email info@kosha.ch for more
details.
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GEOMANCY

The Pointy Issue
of Internal
		 Feng Shui
It is common to hear about Sha Qi
when one talks about Feng Shui.
Sha Qi translates as “Killing Qi”, a
term that often strikes fear in many
—at times, for the wrong reasons.
First, it’s best to understand
what defines Qi. Qi is the natural
living energy that is found in
the universe and the product
of mountains and water in the
environment. There are two types
of Qi namely, the positive Sheng Qi
and the negative Sha Qi.
In essence, the aim of the
practice of Feng Shui is to grow
the Sheng Qi and minimise the Sha
Qi. By minimising the Sha Qi, we
look for ways to transform it, like
realigning the Qi pathways into a
more sentimental form of Qi. Qi,
like all forms of energy, cannot be
destroyed or dissolved, but it can
only be transformed.
Sha Qi is defined as sharp,
fierce, merciless Qi produced as a
result of energies being focused
by sharp corners, straight lines or
narrow gaps—features that create
energy that moves aggressively and
quickly. It can come from a variety
of sources; the most obvious being
sharp and pointy objects like a
roof-edge, pylon, sharp mountain
peaks or straight roads—formations
that can generate Sha Qi in an
environment.
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However, this doesn’t mean
that all that is sharp and pointy
automatically produces Sha Qi.
This means furniture and plants
such as cacti do not produce any
Qi and therefore, no Sha Qi will be
emanating from there.
So don’t worry if you have a lot
of potted cacti in your home. No
need to panic if you have floor-toceiling shelves in your bedroom
or if the pointy corner of a desk
is aiming at your bed. Although
harmonious and rounded surfaces
are preferred in Feng Shui, that rule
only applies to large or significant
structures more than small objects
like book shelves.

Seriously, when you think
about it, it is virtually impossible to
remove all forms of sharp objects
anywhere in the environment.
Take your TV antenna, chopsticks,
knives or even the L-shaped sofa
for example—things you’ll find
in our everyday life—they do not
produce any Sha Qi that you need
to worry about. Rest easy and hold
your order for that round-edged
furniture.
Sha Qi is only a cause for
concern when it comes to the
quality of the Feng Shui of your
environment. Dealing with Sha Qi is
a matter of understanding of what
it is, and being able to differentiate

the Sha Qi you should be
concerned about and the negligible
ones.
When it comes to Sha Qi in
your environment, you only need
to consider if it affects any one of
the three important factors: the
Main Door, the Bedroom and the
Kitchen. Then, determine if the
Sha Qi is internal or external. If
external, you may have a serious
problem, which may require a Feng
Shui professional to evaluate and
resolve. If it is an internal Sha Qi,
the problem is minor and it is not
likely to cause any harmful effect
on you.

DATO' JOEY YAP
Dato’ Joey Yap is the leading Feng Shui, BaZi and Face Reading consultant
in Asia. He is an international speaker, bestselling author of over 120 books
and master trainer in Chinese Metaphysics. He is also the Chief Consultant
of Joey Yap Consulting Group and founder of the Mastery Academy of
Chinese Metaphysics.
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LUSH FLAGSHIP STORE
www.lush-lush.com

BANG & OLUFSEN
www.bang-olufsen.com

GAGGENAU EXPERIENCE
CENTRE
www.gaggenau.com

(Lush & La Creation)
Centro Bianco
73 Upper Paya Lebar Road
Level 2 & 3
Singapore 534818

Grand Hyatt
10-12 Scotts Road, #01-05
Singapore 228211
6737 7500

11 Bishan Street 21, Level 4
Singapore 573943
6356 1080

BOCONCEPT SINGAPORE
www.boconcept.com/zh-sg/

GALANGA LIVING
www.galangaliving.com

BoConcept Katong
112 Katong, #03-33/36
112 East Coast Road
Singapore 428802
6636 3118

211 Henderson Road,
#01-02
Henderson Industrial Park
Singapore 159552
6475 2633

BoConcept Paragon
Paragon, #04-01/02/03
290 Orchard Road
Singapore 238859
6736 0777

GRAFUNKT FLAGSHIP
STORE
www.grafunkt.com

Plaza Singapura
68 Orchard Road, #05-10
Singapore 238839
6884 7527

Tong Yuan Ind. Bldg.
85 Playfair Road,
#02-01/02
Singapore 368000
6281 8465

O

C
CASTILLA
www.castilla.com.sg
Park Mall
9 Penang Road, #03-08/09
Singapore 238459
6337 6433
215 Upper Bukit Timah
Road, Level 4
Singapore 588184
6314 7727
33 Sungei Kadut Ave
Singapore 729677
6363 3323

D
DREAM INTERIORS
www.dream-int.com
Crystal Court
456 River Valley Road
Singapore 248342
6235 0220

E
EKORNES®
www.ekornes.sg

H
HARVEY NORMAN
www.harveynorman.com.sg
Millenia Walk
No 9 Raffles Boulevard,
#02-57 to 62
Singapore 039596
6311 9988
The Centre Point
176 Orchard Road,
#03-44
Singapore 238843
6732 8686

K
KOSHA
www.kosha.ch

L
LG ELECTRONICS
www.lg.com/sg
LIFELINE
www.lifeline.com.sg

LUSH BOUTIQUE STORE
(Lush, MoreLess &
Matzform)
302 Jalan Besar
Level 1 & 2
Singapore 208963
6287 0797
LUXODEC
www.luxodec.com

OGAWA HEALTH-CARE
www.ogawaworld.net
Lot One Shoppers' Mall
21 Choa Chu Kang Ave 4,
#03-03
Singapore 689812
6769 0781
Great World City
1 Kim Seng Promenade,
#B2-13
Singapore 237994
6235 6718
Parkway Parade
80 Marine Parade Road
#B1-95 & 95A
Singapore 449269
6346 5657
IMM
2 Jurong East Street 21,
#02-05
Singapore 609601
6425 5136
Sembawang Shopping
Centre
604 Sembawang Road,
#B1-01
Singapore 758459
6555 1072

Plaza Singapura
68 Orchard Road, #04-14
Singapore 238839
6341 9519
Suntec City
5 Temasek Boulevard,
#02-023
Singapore 038985
6337 0784
Thomson Plaza
301 Upper Thomson Road,
#01-101A
Singapore 574408
6459 3240
NEX@Serangoon
23 Serangoon Central,
#02-47
Singapore 556083
6634 2355
Clementi Mall
3155 Commonwealth
Avenue West
#04-19
Singapore 129588
6659 9577
Ang Mo Kio Hub
53 Ang Mo Kio Ave 3, #B1-52
Singapore 569933
6484 3381
JEM
50 Jurong Gateway Road,
#B1-47
Singapore 608549
6734 9044
OSIM
www.osim.com
Chinatown Point, #B1-27
People's Park Complex,
#01-42/43
ION Orchard, #B4-11
Plaza Singapura, #03-09
Raffles City Shopping
Centre, #03-21
The Shoppes at Marina Bay
Sands, #B2-58
Vivo City, #01-51
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Best Denki Vivo City,
#02-07
Best Denki Great World
City, #02-33B/D
Best Denki Ngee Ann City,
#05-01/05
Takashimaya, Ngee Ann
City Podium Block, #B1
Bedok Mall, #B2-57
Best Denki Bedok Mall,
#B1-01/43/44
Changi Airport Terminal 3,
#02-23 Departure/Transit
Lounge
Changi City Point, #B1-17
Parkway Parade, #B1-63,
#03-24/24A
Best Denki Bedok Mall,
#B1-01/43/44

Westgate, #B1-22
OTO BODYCARE
www.otobodycare.com.sg
NEX@Serangoon
23 Serangoon Central,
#03-35/36
Singapore 556083
6634 2430
Ang Mo Kio Hub
FairPrice Xtra, Level B2
(Counter)
53 Ang Mo Kio Avenue 3
Singapore 569933
9460 4322
JEM
50 Jurong Gateway Road,
#B1-20
Singapore 608549
6684 2883
IMM
2 Jurong East Street 21,
#02-16
Singapore 609601
6567 3727

Tampines Mall, #B1-05
Best Denki Century Square,
#04-04/05
Ang Mo Kio Hub,
#B2-05/06
Causeway Point, #B1-37
Compass Point,
#03-07/08/09
Junction 8, #03-10
NEX@Serangoon, #03-05
Best Denki Compass Point,
#03-26
Metro Causeway Point,
Level 3
IMM #02-12
Best Denki IMM, #02-01/07
JEM, #B1-46
Jurong Point,
#B1-34A/35/36, #03-03/04
The Clementi Mall, #04-50

Jurong Point
1 Jurong West Central 2,
#B1-57
Singapore 648886
6790 8183
Plaza Singapura
68 Orchard Road, #04-08A
Singapore 238839
6337 5616
VivoCity
No. 1 HarbourFront Walk,
#B2-10
Singapore 098585
6278 3076
Tampines Mall
4 Tampines Central, #B1-20
Singapore 529510
6781 1009

P
PRAKALYAM GALLERY
www.prakalyamgallery.com
The Vertex
33 Ubi Ave 3, #01-09
Singapore 408868
6635 4741

S

SUBSCRIBE TO
RENONATION

SPACE FURNITURE
www.spacefurniture.com.sg
77 Bencoolen Street
Singapore 189653
6415 0000

T
THE ROCKING CHAIR
www.therockingchair.net
80 Playfair Road, #03-08
Block A,
Kapo Factory Building
Singapore 367998
6282 9978
THE WALL STORY
www.thewallstory.com.sg

W
WONDERWALLS
www.wonderwalls.com.sg
1 Commonwealth Lane,
#06-12,
Singapore 149544
6225 0688

Stay updated with the latest
home design trends and
stories with RenoNation
sent right to your doorstep!
Email your name, address,
email and contact numbers
to mag@renonation.sg with
“Magazine Subscription”
in the subject line. Please
allow 14 working days for
your order to be processed.
Alternatively you can sign up
for our bi-weekly newsletter
on RenoNation.sg to receive
the e-magazine in your
inbox!

6 ISSUES @ $10
MODES OF PAYMENT:
Cheque payment to be crossed
and made payable to
Offsprings Group Pte Ltd
143 Cecil Street, #03-01
GB Building, Singapore 069542

Terms and conditions:
This subscription is only valid for
the print edition.
• Your subscription will commence
with the next issue after payment.
• The subscription is applicable
to Singapore addresses only. •
Subscriptions are non-refundable
and non-transferable. • Please
allow about four to six working
days from the magazine release
date for postage. • Subscriber
information may be used in
future marketing or promotional
activities. • For subscription
enquiries, call +65 6225 3132 or
email mag@renonation.sg.
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www.renonation.sg

As interior design is no longer seen as a concept reserved
only for expensive private homes, RenoNation will cater to
the needs and tastes of homeowners who believe in making
their homes look their best, whether they live in a three-storey
bungalow or a studio apartment, or are still planning to buy
their first home. Homeowners between the ages of 25 and
55 comprise our main target audience, with a complimentary
bi-monthly circulation of 15,000 copies.

What Makes Us Different?
While we will feature plenty of great design ideas and even reallife examples of designer homes, we feel it is equally important
to open our readers' eyes to the process; a marriage of design
and function. We also want to show them how these aspects
can be applied to their own homes and modified to suit their
individual needs and tastes. It's not just about what to buy or
where to buy it, or even who to call when your home needs
a new look—it's about embarking on a journey to attain the
beautiful home of your dreams.

Find out more from our Facebook Fanpage

WHAT'S MORE, IT IS FREE
FOR READERS!
MAGAZINE CIRCULATION
Rack Pricing
Complimentary Distribution
Frequency
Bi-monthly
Printed Total
15,000 copies island-wide
Private Housing
13,000 copies
Browsing Copies
2,000 copies
PDF
Free or paid viewing from
renonation.sg, magzter.com,
getscoop.com, issuu.com
EDM Blast
Avg. 50,000 valid emails

www.facebook.com/Renonation
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Archétype Pte Ltd is not just your run-of-the-mill interior design firm, it's a design studio that prides itself on creating spaces with
a lifestyle edge. Backed by a team of award-winning designers, we help clients realise and transform any space by understanding
their needs and coming up with innovative designs that are infused with cutting-edge technology, but do not come with a hefty
price tag. we also specialise in large-scale residential developments, high-end private homes as well as other commercial and
residential projects.

A: 59 Kampong Bahru Road, #02-02, Singapore 169367 | T: +65 6222 0738 | F: +65 6222 0737 | E: enquiries@arche.sg

